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Laser driven proton beams have been used to diagnose transient fields and density perturbations in laser produced plasmas. Grid deflectometry techniques have been applied to proton radiography to obtain precise measurements of proton beam angles caused by electromagnetic fields in laser produced plasmas. Application of proton radiography to laser driven implosions has demonstrated that density conditions in compressed media can be diagnosed with million electron volt protons. This data has shown that proton radiography can provide unique insight into transient electromagnetic fields in super critical density plasmas and provide a density perturbation diagnostics in compressed matter. © 2004 American Institute of Physics.

I. INTRODUCTION

The generation of multimillion electron volts proton and ion beams in high intensity interactions of ultra-short laser pulses with solid targets is a rapidly growing research area. Distinctly collimated beams with cut-off energies in excess of 50 meV have been observed at high laser intensity. The remarkable collimation, small transverse emittance, high cut-off energy, and emission from the unirradiated rear of the target distinguish these beams from less directed, lower energy protons observed in earlier work at lower laser intensity. Another very important feature of these protons is that they are emitted in a timescale similar to the laser pulse duration, which is typically in the range of a few hundred femtoseconds to a few picoseconds. These properties make laser driven proton beams a unique probing tool for diagnosing electric and magnetic fields and density homogeneity in highly transient plasmas and shocked materials. In fact these proton beams have recently been used as a probe beam to investigate electromagnetic fields in plasmas. In these pioneering experiments the proton beam was used as a point projection source to backlight the fields produced by the interaction of a separate laser with a solid target. Deflections in the proton backlighter were recorded from observations of localized increase in proton signal in particular areas on the spatially resolving particle detector. This article reports on the development of (i) grid deflectometry techniques with proton beams for electromagnetic field diagnostics, (ii) the use of protons to diagnose density perturbations in dense plasmas, and (iii) proton imaging of shock induced plasmas effects.

II. GRID DEFLECTOMETRY USING PROTONS

Moiré deflectometry is a widely used optic technique in to diagnose refractive index gradients and strain in optical components. Moiré effects have also been used in electron microscopy to diagnose dislocations in metals, and the effect has recently been demonstrated with laser driven proton beams on the JanUSP laser at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (Livermore, CA). In optics single grid refractometry methods have also been used in conjunction with x-ray lasers to measure density gradients in laser produced plasma. We will describe experiments which have utilized the development of single grid deflectometry as a technique to quantitatively measure proton deflections from electro-
magnetic fields driven in laser produced plasmas. This experiment was carried out on the femtosecond LULI laser at Ecole Polytechnique, France. The interaction beam creates a plasma which is then probed by protons created by a second femtosecond laser pulse focused onto a surrogate target. The proton beam is broken up into hundreds of small beamlets as it passes through a 1500 lpi mesh before traversing the plasma. (b) 7 MeV Proton image showing distortions of the mesh as the protons pass through the plasma region.

FIG. 1. (Color) (a) Schematic of deflectometry experiment undertaken on the LULI laser at Ecole Polytechnique, France. The interaction beam creates a plasma which is then probed by protons created by a second femtosecond laser pulse focused onto a surrogate target. The proton beam is broken up into hundreds of small beamlets as it passes through a 1500 lpi mesh before traversing the plasma. (b) 7 MeV Proton image showing distortions of the mesh as the protons pass through the plasma region.

this image is the large pile up in proton signal just on the outer boundary of the plasma. These features are both consistent with a radial electric field deflecting protons away from the center of the plasma, as will be shown in the next section.

III. (LSP) AND LASNEX SIMULATIONS

The experimental images were interpreted with the aid of two-dimensional (2D) Lasnex hydrocode and (LSP) hybrid fluid-(PIC) code simulations. Lasnex was used to model the evolution of the plasma density and temperature conditions with self consistent B fields while LSP was used to trace the proton beam through the plasma to post process the electric and magnetic field profiles to compare directly with the experimental images. The utility of proton ray tracing as an interpretation tool for deflectometry was tested using an analytic electric field geometry. Figure 2(a) shows a schematic of a LSP simulation of a point source of 7 MeV protons propagating through a spherically symmetric region containing a radial E field with constant magnitude of $1 \times 10^9 \text{V m}^{-1}$ and with the same transverse dimension as in the experiment. After traversing through this simulated plasma region, the protons were transported to a film pack 5 cm away-as in the experiment. A simulated image at the film pack is shown in Fig. 2(b), closely reproduces the data with both the pile-up effect of protons at the edge of the plasma. These features are both consistent with a radial electric field deflecting protons away from the center of the plasma, as will be shown in the next section.

FIG. 2. (Color) Hybrid PIC code simulations of protons traversing a spherically symmetric region containing a radial electric field. (a) Geometry of the simulation, the region has the same transverse dimensions as the experimental plasma and the relative positions of the proton source and detector match the experiment. (b) Simulated Image on film pack. The distortions in the mesh closely match the experimental data shown in (c), in terms of the radially symmetric increase in effective magnification of the mesh elements inside the plasma, the pile up in proton signal at the outer edges of the plasma, and the barrel type distortion of the mesh elements inside the plasma. (c) Experimental data.
plasma and the same apparent increase in the mesh element size inside the plasma (another feature common to both the data and the simulations is the barrel distortion of the mesh inside the plasma).

Electric field contours from a Lasnex simulation of a plasma generated by focusing a laser pulse with the experimental parameters onto a thick slab target is shown in Fig. 3(a). In this simulation the electric field is driven by gradients in the plasma pressure as the plasma expands radially. For the conditions of the experiment, radial fields in the range of $5 \times 10^8$ V/m are generated by these plasmas. LSP simulations of proton deflectometry through this field distribution produces deflections that are in good qualitative agreement with the experimental data, in particular the enhanced proton signal at the plasma edge and increase in effective magnification of the mesh inside the plasma. In terms of absolute terms the deflection observed from the simulations is around a factor of two less than that in the experiment, this in turn corresponds approximately to a factor of two reduction in the observed electric field. This discrepancy may be due to the absence of suprathermal electrons in the simulation, which would be expected to generate large electric fields compared to purely thermal plasma expansion. These simulations also showed that due to the symmetry of the toroidal B field there is no contribution to the observed deflections this geometry (in effect the deflections cancel over the line of sight of the proton probe). These issues will be discussed in more detail in a forthcoming publication.

IV. PROTON RADIOGRAPHY OF DENSITY PERTURBATIONS

Due to their large range, million electron volts protons are also particularly suitable for radiographic applications of dense plasmas and solid materials. In particular and multimillion electron volts proton beams with low emittance and short pulse length can be used to dynamically probe shocked and compressed material with high temporal and spatial resolution. For example, 30–50 MeV protons produced by a (PW) laser would be sufficiently energetic to probe cold, compressed (NIF) cores. Multiple scattering imposes strong influences of the imaging properties of these proton beams and in some cases limits the achievable resolution. An experiment to investigate proton probing of a laser driven implosion was carried out on the 100TW Vulcan laser system to investigate the suitability of proton radiography to diagnose overdense plasmas. As shown in Fig. 4(a), six beams of Vulcan (each 1 μm wavelength, 1 ns duration) were focused onto a microballoon at an irradiance of $1 \times 10^{13}$ W cm$^{-2}$ and without phase plates. The individual beam energy was in the range of 100–150 J giving a maximum energy on target of 900 J. The targets were plastic mi-
croballoons (CD$_2$), 500 $\mu$m in diameter and with two different wall thickness: 3 and 7 $\mu$m. The heater beams were arranged such that they illuminated the target tangentially from six orthogonal directions, giving the best symmetry this implosion.

The implosion was diagnosed by laser produced protons in the million electron volts range obtained by focusing a 50–100 J chirped pulse amplification (CPA) laser pulse, duration 1 ps onto a solid tungsten foil at an irradiance of $5 \times 10^{19}$ W cm$^{-2}$. Synchronization of the 1 ns heater beams to the picosecond backlighter beam was measured to within 100 ps using an optical streak camera. Million electron volts protons were obtained from a 25 $\mu$m tungsten foil and the proton beam was characterized by an exponential spectrum of mean temperature 3 MeV and a high-energy cut-off around 15–20 MeV.$^1$ The detector consisted of a multilayer pack containing spatially resolving dosimetry film (RCF) and particle track detectors (CR-39) as described previously. This arrangement gave a diagnostic in which each layer was filtered by the preceding layer, giving a series of images on each shot each with a slightly different energy, ranging from 3 to 15 MeV. Experimentally it was found that little or no protons were produced on shots when the back surface of the proton target was exposed to the coronal plasma surrounding the imploding balloon. To overcome this a 6 $\mu$m aluminum foil was used to shield the proton foil from the hot coronal plasma produced during the implosion. This observation is consistent with the formation of a preformed plasma on the rear of the proton target before the arrival of the CPA laser pulse. Such a plasma at the rear surface of the target can reduce the accelerating electric field and disrupts the proton acceleration mechanism.$^5$ The aluminum prefoil protected the back surface of the proton backlighter foil from scattered or specularly reflected light from the heater beams and low energy x-rays or fast ions from the implosion plasma and thus prevented the formation of a preplasma which would degrade the proton beam. A proton radiograph in 7 MeV protons, of a cold (undriven) microballoon is shown in Fig. 4(b). The balloon has good contrast and the shell is well resolved. Analysis of the sharpness of the edges of the balloon gives resolution $\sim 7–10$ $\mu$m for this proton energy. The main limitation on the resolution in this experiment is actually due to scattering in the target rather than intrinsic emittance of the proton source. As shown in Fig. 5(a) the balloon impresses a 50% modulation onto the proton beam with a characteristic shape where the proton signal first reduces below the background then overshoots just outside the shell. This behavior is consistent with multiple small angle scattering of the protons as they go through the microballoon wall. Also shown in Fig. 5(a) proton Monte Carlo simulations of a point source propagating through the microballon using 7 MeV protons. It can be seen that these simulations agree.
well with the data, reproducing the shape of the edge of the balloon and confirming that multiple scattering is responsible for modulating the proton beam and forming the image of the balloon.

The evolution of the capsule density profile during the implosion was studied by varying the delay between the backlighter and the implosion beams. Figure 4(c) shows a proton image of a capsule where the drive was very asymmetrical due to significant timing difference between some of the drive beams. In this case the laser beams on the left-hand side of the image arrived between 1 and 2 ns before the laser beams on the right-hand side. This led to the significant distortions with the shell traveling much further inward on the left compared to the right. With more symmetrical drive conditions the capsule remains roughly spherical as the implosion proceeds.

Proton radiographs of shell as the implosion proceeded towards stagnation (at $T_o + 3$ ns for this 3 $\mu$m wall thickness shell), are shown in the radiograph in Fig. 5(c). Even though free from the gross asymmetries observed in the implosion of Fig. 4(c), it is clear that the implosion still suffers from significant asymmetric drive conditions. At this time the shell has assembled to peak density with a full width half maximum (FWHM) of 120 $\mu$m. The stagnated shell has formed in the lower third of the original shell, consistent with higher drive energy from the upper beams, and is not spherical. Proton radiography clearly resolves the core asymmetry and allows the shape of density profile to be inferred. In order to obtain an estimate of the density profile in the core, Monte Carlo simulations of a Gaussian shaped density featured were carried out. Figure 6(a) shows a line-out across the minor diameter of the core feature, together with the output from a Monte Carlo simulation. The peak density of the core and the radius (FWHM) of the function were treated as variable parameters until the best match with the data was obtained. A profile with a peak density of 3 g/cc and FWHM diameter of 62 $\mu$m gave good agreement with the data, as shown in Fig. 6(a). It is clear that at this proton energy there is considerable blurring of the core, this is due to scattering of these relatively low energy protons as they traverse the core. From the simulations the blurring was negligible for higher energy protons (>12 MeV) and shows that the technique produces high resolution images of density profiles if protons of high enough energy can be produced.

The feasibility of proton radiography for diagnosing density uniformity in very dense objects such as a compressed inertial confinement fusion shell was tested by applying our Monte Carlo model to a one-dimensional (1D) hydra simulation of a NIF implosion. The most important area where proton radiography could provide new or complimentary information to a fusion diagnostic such as neutron imaging is for an implosion that does not quite reach ignition. This implosion may not produce enough neutrons to provide a high fidelity image of the shape of the core region and so other diagnostics must be developed which can characterize the spatial nonuniformity that prevented ignition from occurring. The density conditions in a nonigniting core can still be extreme, with peak densities in the core of around 350 g/cc and so one obvious candidate for this diagnostic is high energy x-ray radiography in the 20–40 keV energy range. However developing x-ray techniques with the required flux and micron scale resolution is not trivial and is an ongoing research and development effort in many laboratories. Protons with energy in the 30–50 MeV range could also probe cores with these densities. Figure 6(b) shows a hydra profile of a “failed” indirect drive NIF implosion, where some of the shocks used to assemble the high density fuel have been mistimed. The resulting profile is typical of a stagnating imploded shell with a high density shell surrounding a hollow core. In this particular case the shell density peaks at 350 g/cc at a radius of 50 $\mu$m surrounding a core region with density around 50 g/cc. A point projection proton image of the object in 35 MeV protons is shown in Fig. 6(b). The full width half maximum of the dip in the proton dose is closely correlated with the location of the peak density thus showing the promise of this technique. In a real implosion other factors such as pressure gradient electric fields and hot plasma effects on the proton propagation will also contribute to the proton dose observed on the
with Visar interferometry and modeled using 1D hydrodynamic codes. Monte Carlo simulations of proton propagation through hydrocode simulations of density profiles in the shock break out region cannot reproduce the proton signal enhancement at the vacuum plasma boundary. An electric field at the leading edge of the plasma is one possible source for this feature but it is unlikely that a field large enough to deflect 10 MeV protons could be driven by this low (few electron volts) temperature plasma and so the most probable mechanism for this observation is a density profile modification caused by a phase change in the expanding plasma. More detailed 2D simulations and experiments are underway to investigate these observations. Proton radiography of shock heated material is providing fundamental information on the density profile of a plasma expanding into vacuum which may be able to test theoretical models in this area.
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